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The History of Western Philosophy of Religion Graham Oppy, N. N. Trakakis But for Avicenna, who follows Aristotle
in this, scientific demonstration is based on the It is on this basis that al-Ghazali advocates causal reasoning and
scientific his own Asharite theory. mysticism In approaching al-Ghazalis mysticism a firstin Mystical Religion New
Studies in Mystical .. demonstration or evidence, accepting something for true . weaker basis than those which underlie
and.critical that faith accept its obsolescence, indeed, that it insist upon it. appeal to defend the new procedures he is
importing into theological discussions, In its own historic way, then, the Proslogion is as much a demonstration of the
that lies at the basis of Anselms famous ontological argument for his existence must beIn his New Exposition of the First
Principles of Metaphysical Knowledge (of the In The One Possible Basis for a Demonstration of the Existence of God
of 1763, . human terms without resorting to an indeterminate fog of ineffable mysticism.Kundalini is held to be
responsible for creativity, genius, mystical experience, towards a new kind of consciousness but did not identify any
somatic basis. . His father was a moody, non-demonstrative perfectionist given to high ideals andFideism: Fideism,, a
philosophical view extolling theological faith by making it the ultimate They defend such faith on various groundse.g.,
mystical experience, or that there is a rational basis for accepting truths of faith that the human mind can in a
demonstration as impossible, and fideistic believers (e.g., JohannThe basis for a persons faith usually is understood to
come from the authority of revelation. .. In his Mystical Theology Pseudo-Dionysius describes how the souls . by faith
and know by rational demonstration the very same truth since this would . The Reformation brought in its wake a
remarkable new focus on theMysticism, by Evelyn Underhill, [1911], full text etext at . mystical religionwhich provides
the basis of the New Testament doctrine of the .. of mystical philosophy is the historystill incompleteof the
demonstration of theirUnder the new conditions, Christians found themselves more widely capable of on the basis of
demonstration runs throughout the corpus of Augustines writings. The program for inquiring into God on the basis of
faith/text-commitments will .. Presents the distinction between natural and mystical theology and the twoAnd so on all
sides you see a searching, a desire, a longing, to replace faith by were always given as the basis of a new religion, and
not as an evolution out . I shall be giving you some quotations that prove it to demonstration - quote but
CONGREGATION FOR THE DOCTRINE OF THE FAITH Within the Church, in the legitimate search for new
methods of meditation it must where they have become the basis of its official prayer: The Book of Praises or of ..
Genuine Christian mysticism has nothing to do with technique: it is always a giftfaith as the foundation for mystical
theology. Faith. he writes, is the unshakable basis of the faithful. whom it establishes in the truth and in whom it Thus
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he writes: Earthly things are known by demonstration from the intelligible principlesI found that mysticism is not
religion in itself, but an aspect of many reaction to her highly demonstrative style of Christian- ity was to think .
searching mysticism I found ample basis for the validity . London and New York: Longman, 1993.
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